ETIENNE VAN RATTINGEN

Coronavirus:
Is this happening or what?
Protocol No. 5
1. What form of administrative rule can be given to communities in which corruption has penetrated everywhere, communities where riches are attained only by the clever surprise tactics
of semi-swindling tricks; where looseness reigns: where morality is maintained by penal measures
and harsh laws but not by voluntarily accepted principles: where the feelings towards faith and
country are obligated by cosmopolitan convictions? What form of rule is to be given to these communities if not that despotism which I shall describe to you later? We shall create an intensified centralization of government in order to grip in our hands all the forces of the community. We shall regulate mechanically all the actions of the political life of our subjects by new laws. These laws will
withdraw one by one all the indulgences and liberties which have been permitted by the GOYIM,
and our kingdom will be distinguished by a despotism of such magnificent proportions as to be at
any moment and in every place in a position to wipe out any GOYIM who oppose us by deed or
word.
2. We shall be told that such a despotism as I speak of is not consistent with the progress of these
days, but I will prove to you that is is.
3. In the times when the peoples looked upon kings on their thrones as on a pure manifestation of
the will of God, they submitted without a murmur to the despotic power of kings: but from the day
when we insinuated into their minds the conception of their own rights they began to regard the occupants of thrones as mere ordinary mortals. The holy function of the Lord's Anointed has fallen
from the heads of kings in the eyes of the people, and when we also robbed them of their faith in
God the might of power was flung upon the streets into the place of public proprietorship and was
seized by us.
Masses Led By Lies
4. Moreover, the art of directing masses and individuals by means of cleverly manipulated theory
and verbitage, by regulations of life in common and all sorts of other quirks, in all which the
GOYIM understand nothing, belongs likewise to the specialists of our administrative brain. Reared
on analysis, observation, on delicacies of fine calculation, in this species of skill we have no ri vals, any more than we have either in the drawing up of plans of political actions and solidarity. In this respect the Jesuits alone might have compared with us, but we have contrived to discredit them in the eyes of the unthinking mob as an overt organization, while we ourselves all the
while have kept our secret organization in the shade. However, it is probably all the same to the
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world who is its sovereign lord, whether the head of Catholicism or our despot of the blood of Zion!
But to us, the Chosen People, it is very far from being a matter of indifference.
5. FOR A TIME PERHAPS WE MIGHT BE SUCCESSFULLY DEALT WITH BY A
COALITION OF THE "GOYIM" OF ALL THE WORLD: but from this danger we are secured
by the discord existing among them whose roots are so deeply seated that they can never now be
plucked up. We have set one against another the personal and national reckonings of the GOYIM,
religious and race hatreds, which we have fostered into a huge growth in the course of the past
twenty centuries. This is the reason why there is not one State which would anywhere receive support if it were to raise its arm, for every one of them must bear in mind that any agreement against
us would be unprofitable to itself. We are too strong - there is no evading our power. THE NATIONS CANNOT COME TO EVEN AN INCONSIDERABLE PRIVATE AGREEMENT
WITHOUT OUR SECRETLY HAVING A HAND IN IT. (KONTNEUKERIJ van de 1%)
6. PER ME REGES REGNANT. "It is through me that Kings reign." And it was said by the
prophets that we were chosen by God Himself to rule over the whole earth. God has endowed us
with genius that we may be equal to our task. Were genius in the opposite camp it would still struggle against us, but even so, a newcomer is no match for the old-established settler: the struggle
would be merciless between us, such a fight as the world has never seen. Aye, and the genius on
their side would have arrived too late. All the wheels of the machinery of all States go by the force
of the engine, which is in our hands, and that engine of the machinery of States is - Gold. The sci ence of political economy invented by our learned elders has for long past been giving royal prestige to capital.
Monopoly Capital
7. Capital, if it is to co-operate untrammeled, must be free to establish a monopoly of industry and
trade: this is already being put in execution by an unseen hand in all quarters of the world. This
freedom will give political force to those engaged in industry, and that will help to oppress the people. Nowadays it is more important to disarm the peoples than to lead them into war: more important to use for our advantage the passions which have burst into flames than to quench their fire:
more important to eradicate them. THE PRINCIPLE OBJECT OF OUR DIRECTORATE CONSISTS IN THIS: TO DEBILITATE THE PUBLIC MIND BY CRITICISM; TO LEAD IT AWAY
FROM SERIOUS REFLECTIONS CALCULATED TO AROUSE RESISTANCE; TO DISTRACT
THE FORCES OF THE MIND TOWARDS A SHAM FIGHT OF EMPTY ELOQUENCE.
8. In all ages the people of the world, equally with individuals, have accepted words for deeds, for
THEY ARE CONTENT WITH A SHOW and rarely pause to note, in the public arena, whether
promises are followed by performance. Therefore we shall establish show institutions which will
give eloquent proof of their benefit to progress.
9. We shall assume to ourselves the liberal physiognomy of all parties, of all directions, and we
shall give that physiognomy a VOICE IN ORATORS WHO WILL SPEAK SO MUCH THAT
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THEY WILL EXHAUST THE PATIENCE OF THEIR HEARERS AND PRODUCE AN ABHORRENCE OF ORATORY. (politiek GELUL vol met leugens en zever)
10. IN ORDER TO PUT PUBLIC OPINION INTO OUR HANDS WE MUST BRING IT INTO A
STATE OF BEWILDERMENT BY GIVING EXPRESSION FROM ALL SIDES TO SO MANY
CONTRADICTORY OPINIONS AND FOR SUCH LENGTH OF TIME AS WILL SUFFICE TO
MAKE THE "GOYIM" LOSE THEIR HEADS IN THE LABYRINTH AND COME TO SEE
THAT THE BEST THING IS TO HAVE NO OPINION OF ANY KIND IN MATTERS POLITICAL, which it is not given to the public to understand, because they are understood only by him
who guides the public. This is the first secret.
11. The second secret requisite for the success of our government is comprised in the following: To
multiply to such an extent national failings, habits, passions, conditions of civil life, that it will be
impossible for anyone to know where he is in the resulting chaos, so that the people in consequence
will fail to understand one another. This measure will also serve us in another way, namely, to sow
discord in all parties, to dislocate all collective forces which are still unwilling to submit to us, and
to discourage any kind of personal initiative which might in any degree hinder our affair. THERE
IS NOTHING MORE DANGEROUS THAN PERSONAL INITIATIVE: if it has genius behind
it, such initiative can do more than can be done by millions of people among whom we have sown
discord. We must so direct the education of the GOYIM communities that whenever they come
upon a matter requiring initiative they may drop their hands in despairing impotence. The strain
which results from freedom of actions saps the forces when it meets with the freedom of another.
From this collision arise grave moral shocks, disenchantments, failures. BY ALL THESE MEANS
WE SHALL SO WEAR DOWN THE "GOYIM" THAT THEY WILL BE COMPELLED TO OFFER US INTERNATIONAL POWER OF A NATURE THAT BY ITS POSITION WILL ENABLE
US WITHOUT ANY VIOLENCE GRADUALLY TO ABSORB ALL THE STATE FORCES OF
THE WORLD AND TO FORM A SUPER-GOVERNMENT. (Anders denkenden zijn zeer
gevaarlijk voor deze KLOOTZAKKEN)
In place of the rulers of to-day we shall set up a bogey which will be called the Super-Government
Administration. Its hands will reach out in all directions like nippers and its organization will be of
such colossal dimensions that it cannot fail to subdue all the nations of the world.
THE PRINCIPLE OBJECT OF OUR DIRECTORATE CONSISTS IN THIS: TO DEBILITATE
THE PUBLIC MIND BY CRITICISM; TO LEAD IT AWAY FROM SERIOUS REFLECTIONS CALCULATED TO AROUSE RESISTANCE; TO DISTRACT THE FORCES OF
THE MIND TOWARDS A SHAM FIGHT OF EMPTY ELOQUENCE.
8. In all ages the people of the world, equally with individuals, have accepted words for deeds, for
THEY ARE CONTENT WITH A SHOW and rarely pause to note, in the public arena, whether
promises are followed by performance. Therefore we shall establish show institutions which will
give eloquent proof of their benefit to progress.
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9. We shall assume to ourselves the liberal physiognomy of all parties, of all directions, and we
shall give that physiognomy a VOICE IN ORATORS WHO WILL SPEAK SO MUCH THAT
THEY WILL EXHAUST THE PATIENCE OF THEIR HEARERS AND PRODUCE AN ABHORRENCE OF ORATORY.
10. IN ORDER TO PUT PUBLIC OPINION INTO OUR HANDS WE MUST BRING IT INTO A
STATE OF BEWILDERMENT BY GIVING EXPRESSION FROM ALL SIDES TO SO MANY
CONTRADICTORY OPINIONS AND FOR SUCH LENGTH OF TIME AS WILL SUFFICE TO
MAKE THE "GOYIM" LOSE THEIR HEADS IN THE LABYRINTH AND COME TO SEE
THAT THE BEST THING IS TO HAVE NO OPINION OF ANY KIND IN MATTERS POLITICAL, which it is not given to the public to understand, because they are understood only by
him who guides the public. This is the first secret.
11. The second secret requisite for the success of our government is comprised in the following: To
multiply to such an extent national failings, habits, passions, conditions of civil life, that it will be
impossible for anyone to know where he is in the resulting chaos, so that the people in consequence
will fail to understand one another. This measure will also serve us in another way, namely, to sow
discord in all parties, to dislocate all collective forces which are still unwilling to submit to us, and
to discourage any kind of personal initiative which might in any degree hinder our affair. THERE
IS NOTHING MORE DANGEROUS THAN PERSONAL INITIATIVE: if it has genius behind
it, such initiative can do more than can be done by millions of people among whom we have sown
discord. We must so direct the education of the GOYIM communities that whenever they come
upon a matter requiring initiative they may drop their hands in despairing impotence. The strain
which results from freedom of actions saps the forces when it meets with the freedom of another.
From this collision arise grave moral shocks, disenchantments, failures. BY ALL THESE MEANS
WE SHALL SO WEAR DOWN THE "GOYIM" THAT THEY WILL BE COMPELLED TO OFFER US INTERNATIONAL POWER OF A NATURE THAT BY ITS POSITION WILL ENABLE US WITHOUT ANY VIOLENCE GRADUALLY TO ABSORB ALL THE STATE
FORCES OF THE WORLD AND TO FORM A SUPER-GOVERNMENT. (Nieuwe Wereldorde)
In place of the rulers of to-day we shall set up a bogey which will be called the Super-Government
Administration. Its hands will reach out in all directions like nippers and its organization will be of
such colossal dimensions that it cannot fail to subdue all the nations of the world.

Protocols No. 12
1. The word "freedom," which can be interpreted in various ways, is defined by us as follows 2. Freedom is the right to do what which the law allows. This interpretation of the word will at the
proper time be of service to us, because all freedom will thus be in our hands, since the laws will
abolish or create only that which is desirable for us according to the aforesaid program.
3. We shall deal with the press in the following way: what is the part played by the press to-day? It
serves to excite and inflame those passions which are needed for our purpose or else it serves selfish
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ends of parties. It is often vapid, unjust, mendacious, and the majority of the public have not the
slightest idea what ends the press really serves. We shall saddle and bridle it with a tight curb: we
shall do the same also with all productions of the printing press, for where would be the sense of
getting rid of the attacks of the press if we remain targets for pamphlets and books? The produce of
publicity, which nowadays is a source of heavy expense owing to the necessity of censoring it, will
be turned by us into a very lucrative source of income to our State: we shall law on it a special
stamp tax and require deposits of caution-money before permitting the establishment of any organ
of the press or of printing offices; these will then have to guarantee our government against any
kind of attack on the part of the press. For any attempt to attack us, if such still be possible, we shall
inflict fines without mercy. Such measures as stamp tax, deposit of caution-money and fines secured
by these deposits, will bring in a huge income to the government. It is true that party organs might
not spare money for the sake of publicity, but these we shall shut up at the second attack upon us.
No one shall with impunity lay a finger on the aureole of our government infallibility. The pretext
for stopping any publication will be the alleged plea that it is agitating the public mind without occasion or justification. I BEG YOU TO NOTE THAT AMONG THOSE MAKING ATTACKS
UPON US WILL ALSO BE ORGANS ESTABLISHED BY US, BUT THEY WILL ATTACK EXCLUSIVELY POINTS THAT WE HAVE PRE-DETERMINED TO ALTER.
We Control The Press
4. NOT A SINGLE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL REACH THE PUBLIC WITHOUT OUR
CONTROL. Even now this is already being attained by us inasmuch as all news items are received
by a few agencies, in whose offices they are focused from all parts of the world. These agencies will
then be already entirely ours and will give publicity only to what we dictate to them.
5. If already now we have contrived to possess ourselves of the minds of the GOY communities to
such an extent the they all come near looking upon the events of the world through the colored
glasses of those spectacles we are setting astride their noses; if already now there is not a single
State where there exist for us any barriers to admittance into what GOY stupidity calls State secrets:
what will our positions be then, when we shall be acknowledged supreme lords of the world in the
person of our king of all the world ....
6. Let us turn again to the FUTURE OF THE PRINTING PRESS. Every one desirous of being a
publisher, librarian, or printer, will be obliged to provide himself with the diploma instituted therefore, which, in case of any fault, will be immediately impounded. With such measures THE INSTRUMENT OF THOUGHT WILL BECOME AN EDUCATIVE MEANS ON THE HANDS
OF OUR GOVERNMENT, WHICH WILL NO LONGER ALLOW THE MASS OF THE NATION TO BE LED ASTRAY IN BY-WAYS AND FANTASIES ABOUT THE BLESSINGS OF
PROGRESS. Is there any one of us who does not know that these phantom blessings are the direct
roads to foolish imaginings which give birth to anarchical relations of men among themselves and
towards authority, because progress, or rather the idea of progress, has introduced the conception of
every kind of emancipation, but has failed to establish its limits .... All the so-called liberals are anarchists, if not in fact, at any rate in thought. Every one of them in hunting after phantoms of free medisch antropoloog – onderzoeker
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dom, and falling exclusively into license, that is, into the anarchy of protest for the sake of
protest ....
Free Press Destroyed
7. We turn to the periodical press. We shall impose on it, as on all printed matter, stamp taxes per
sheet and deposits of caution- money, and books of less than 30 sheets will pay double. We shall
reckon them as pamphlets in order, on the one hand, to reduce the number of magazines, which are
the worst form of printed poison, and, on the other, in order that this measure may force writers into
such lengthy productions that they will be little read, especially as they will be costly. At the same
time what we shall publish ourselves to influence mental development in the direction laid down for
our profit will be cheap and will be read voraciously. The tax will bring vapid literary ambitions
within bounds and the liability to penalties will make literary men dependent upon us. And if there
should be any found who are desirous of writing against us, they will not find any person eager to
print their productions in print the publisher or printer will have to apply to the authorities for permission to do so. Thus we shall know beforehand of all tricks preparing against us and shall nullify
them by getting ahead with explanations on the subject treated of.
8. Literature and journalism are two of the most important educative forces, and therefore
our government will become proprietor of the majority of the journals. This will neutralize the
injurious influence of the privately-owned press and will put us in possession of a tremendous influence upon the public mind .... If we give permits for ten journals, we shall ourselves found thirty,
and so on in the same proportion. This, however, must in no wise be suspected by the public. For
which reason all journals published by us will be of the most opposite, in appearance, tendencies
and opinions, thereby creating confidence in us and bringing over to us quite unsuspicious opponents, who will thus fall into our trap and be rendered harmless.
9. In the front rank will stand organs of an official character. They will always stand guard over
our interests, and therefore their influence will be comparatively insignificant.
10. In the second rank will be the semi-official organs, whose part it will be to attack the tepid and
indifferent.
11. In the third rank we shall set up our own, to all appearance, off position, which, in at least one
of its organs, will present what looks like the very antipodes to us. Our real opponents at heart will
accept this simulated opposition as their own and will show us their cards.
12. All our newspapers will be of all possible complexions - aristocratic, republican, revolutionary,
even anarchical - for so long, of course, as the constitution exists .... Like the Indian idol
"Vishnu" they will have a hundred hands, and every one of them will have a finger on any one
of the public opinions as required. When a pulse quickens these hands will lead opinion in the direction of our aims, for an excited patient loses all power of judgment and easily yields to suggestion. Those fools who will think they are repeating the opinion of a newspaper of their own camp
will be repeating our opinion or any opinion that seems desirable for us. In the vain belief that they
are following the organ of their party they will, in fact, follow the flag which we hang out for them.
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13. In order to direct our newspaper militia in this sense we must take special and minute care in
organizing this matter. Under the title of central department of the press we shall institute literary
gatherings at which our agents will without attracting attention issue the orders and watchwords of
the day. By discussing and controverting, but always superficially, without touching the essence of
the matter, our organs will carry on a sham fight fusillade with the official newspapers solely for the
purpose of giving occasion for us to express ourselves more fully than could well be done from the
outset in official announcements, whenever, of course, that is to our advantage.
14. THESE ATTACKS UPON US WILL ALSO SERVE ANOTHER PURPOSE, NAMELY,
THAT OUR SUBJECTS WILL BE CONVINCED TO THE EXISTENCE OF FULL FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND SO GIVE OUR AGENTS AN OCCASION TO AFFIRM THAT ALL
ORGANS WHICH OPPOSE US ARE EMPTY BABBLERS, since they are incapable of finding
any substantial objections to our orders.
Only Lies Printed
15. Methods of organization like these, imperceptible to the public eye but absolutely sure, are the
best calculated to succeed in bringing the attention and the confidence of the public to the side of
our government. Thanks to such methods we shall be in a position as from time to time may be required, to excite or to tranquilize the public mind on political questions, to persuade or to confuse, printing now truth, now lies, facts or their contradictions, according as they may be well
or ill received, always very cautiously feeling our ground before stepping upon it .... WE
SHALL HAVE A SURE TRIUMPH OVER OUR OPPONENTS SINCE THEY WILL NOT HAVE
AT THEIR DISPOSITION ORGANS OF THE PRESS IN WHICH THEY CAN GIVE FULL AND
FINAL EXPRESSION TO THEIR VIEWS owing to the aforesaid methods of dealing with the
press. We shall not even need to refute them except very superficially.
16. Trial shots like these, fired by us in the third rank of our press, in case of need, will be energetically refuted by us in our semi-official organs.
17. Even nowadays, already, to take only the French press, there are forms which reveal masonic
solidarity in acting on the watchword: all organs of the press are bound together by professional secrecy; like the augurs of old, not one of their numbers will give away the secret of his sources of information unless it be resolved to make announcement of them. Not one journalist will venture to
betray this secret, for not one of them is ever admitted to practice literature unless his whole past
has some disgraceful sore or other .... These sores would be immediately revealed. So long as they
remain the secret of a few the prestige of the journalist attacks the majority of the country - the
mob follow after him with enthusiasm.
18. Our calculations are especially extended to the provinces. It is indispensable for us to inflame
there those hopes and impulses with which we could at any moment fall upon the capital, and we
shall represent to the capitals that these expressions are the independent hopes and impulses of the
provinces. Naturally, the source of them will be always one and the same - ours. WHAT WE
NEED IS THAT, UNTIL SUCH TIME AS WE ARE IN THE PLENITUDE POWER, THE CAPImedisch antropoloog – onderzoeker
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TALS SHOULD FIND THEMSELVES STIFLED BY THE PROVINCIAL OPINION OF THE
NATIONS, I.E., OF A MAJORITY ARRANGED BY OUR AGENTUR. What we need is that at
the psychological moment the capitals should not be in a position to discuss an accomplished
fact for the simple reason, if for no other, that it has been accepted by the public opinion of a
majority in the provinces.
19. WHEN WE ARE IN THE PERIOD OF THE NEW REGIME TRANSITIONAL TO THAT OF
OUR ASSUMPTION OF FULL SOVEREIGNTY WE MUST NOT ADMIT ANY REVELATION
BY THE PRESS OF ANY FORM OF PUBLIC DISHONESTY; IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE
NEW REGIME SHOULD BE THOUGHT TO HAVE SO PERFECTLY CONTENDED EVERYBODY THAT EVEN CRIMINALITY HAS DISAPPEARED ... Cases of the manifestation of
criminality should remain known only to their victims and to chance witnesses - no more.

Protocol No. 13
1. The need for daily forces the GOYIM to keep silence and be our humble servants. Agents taken
on to our press from among the GOYIM will at our orders discuss anything which it is inconvenient
for us to issue directly in official documents, and we meanwhile, quietly amid the din of the discussion so raised, shall simply take and carry through such measures as we wish and then offer them to
the public as an accomplished fact. No one will dare to demand the abrogation of a matter once settled, all the more so as it will be represented as an improvement ... And immediately the press will
distract the current of thought towards, new questions, (have we not trained people always to be
seeking something new?). Into the discussions of these new questions will throw themselves those
of the brainless dispensers of fortunes who are not able even now to understand that they have not
the remotest conception about the matters which they undertake to discuss. Questions of the political are unattainable for any save those who have guided it already for many ages, the creators.
2. From all this you will see that in seeming the opinion of the mob we are only facilitating the
working of our machinery, and you may remark that it is not for actions but for words issued by us
on this or that question that we seem to seek approval. We are constantly making public declaration
that we are guided in all our undertakings by the hope, joined to the conviction, that we are serving
the common weal.
We Deceive Workers
3. In order to distract people who may be too troublesome from discussions of questions of the political we are now putting forward what we allege to be new questions of the political, namely,
questions of industry. In this sphere let them discuss themselves silly! The masses are agreed to remain inactive, to take a rest from what they suppose to be political (which we trained them to in order to use them as a means of combating the GOY governments) only on condition of being found
new employments, in which we are prescribing them something that looks like the same political
object. In order that the masses themselves may not guess what they are about WE FURTHER DISTRACT THEM WITH AMUSEMENTS, GAMES, PASTIMES, PASSIONS, PEOPLE'S PALACES
.... SOON WE SHALL BEGIN THROUGH THE PRESS TO PROPOSE COMPETITIONS IN
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ART, IN SPORT IN ALL KINDS: these interests will finally distract their minds from questions in
which we should find ourselves compelled to oppose them. Growing more and more disaccustomed
to reflect and form any opinions of their own, people will begin to talk in the same tone as we be cause we alone shall be offering them new directions for thought ... of course through such persons
as will not be suspected of solidarity with us.
4. The part played by the liberals, utopian dreamers, will be finally played out when our government is acknowledged. Till such time they will continue to do us good service. Therefore we
shall continue to direct their minds to all sorts of vain conceptions of fantastic theories, new and apparently progressive: for have we not with complete success turned the brainless heads of the
GOYIM with progress, till there is not among the GOYIM one mind able to perceive that under this
word lies a departure from truth in all cases where it is not a question of material inventions, like a
fallacious idea, serves to obscure truth so that none may know it except us, the Chosen of God, its
guardians.
5. When, we come into our kingdom our orators will expound great problems which have turned
humanity upside down in order to bring it at the end under our beneficent rule.
6. Who will ever suspect then that ALL THESE PEOPLES WERE STAGE-MANAGED BY
US ACCORDING TO A POLITICAL PLAN WHICH NO ONE HAS SO MUCH AS GUESSED
AT IN THE COURSE OF MANY CENTURIES?

Protocol No. 16
1. In order to effect the destruction of all collective forces except ours we shall emasculate the first
stage of collectivism - the UNIVERSITIES, by reeducating them in a new direction. THEIR OFFICIALS AND PROFESSORS WILL BE PREPARED FOR THEIR BUSINESS BY DETAILED SECRET PROGRAMS OF ACTION FROM WHICH THEY WILL NOT WITH IMMUNITY DIVERGE, NOT BY ONE IOTA. THEY WILL BE APPOINTED WITH ESPECIAL
PRECAUTION, AND WILL BE SO PLACED AS TO BE WHOLLY DEPENDENT UPON THE
GOVERNMENT.
2. We shall exclude from the course of instruction State Law as also all that concerns the political
question. These subjects will be taught to a few dozen of persons chosen for their preeminent capacities from among the number of the initiated. THE UNIVERSITIES MUST NO LONGER SEND
OUT FROM THEIR HALLS MILK SOPS CONCOCTING PLANS FOR A CONSTITUTION,
LIKE A COMEDY OR A TRAGEDY, BUSYING THEMSELVES WITH QUESTIONS OF POLICY IN WHICH EVEN THEIR OWN FATHERS NEVER HAD ANY POWER OF THOUGHT.
3. The ill-guided acquaintance of a large number of persons with questions of polity creates
utopian dreamers and bad subjects, as you can see for yourselves from the example of the universal
education in this direction of the GOYIM. We must introduce into their education all those principles which have so brilliantly broken up their order. But when we are in power we shall remove ev ery kind of disturbing subject from the course of education and shall make out of the youth obedient
children of authority, loving him who rules as the support and hope of peace and quiet.
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Protocol No. 18
1. When it becomes necessary for us to strengthen the strict measures of secret defense (the most
fatal poison for the prestige of authority) we shall arrange a simulation of disorders or some manifestation of discontents finding expression through the co- operation of good speakers. Round these
speakers will assemble all who are sympathetic to his utterances. This will give us the pretext for
domiciliary prerequisitions and surveillance on the part of our servants from among the number of
the GOYIM police ....
2. As the majority of conspirators act of love for the game, for the sake of talking, so, until they
commit some overt act we shall not lay a finger on them but only introduce into their midst observation elements .... It must be remembered that the prestige of authority is lessened if it frequently discovers conspiracies against itself: this implies a presumption of consciousness of
weakness, or, what is still worse, of injustice. You are aware that we have broken the prestige of
the GOY kings by frequent attempts upon their lives through our agents, blind sheep of our flock,
who are easily moved by a few liberal phrases to crimes provided only they be painted in political
colors. WE HAVE COMPELLED THE RULERS TO ACKNOWLEDGE THEIR WEAKNESS IN
ADVERTISING OVERT MEASURES OF SECRETE DEFENSE AND THEREBY WE SHALL
BRING THE PROMISE OF AUTHORITY TO DESTRUCTION.
3. Our ruler will be secretly protected only by the most insignificant guard, because we shall not
admit so much as a thought that there could exist against him any sedition with which he is not
strong enough to contend and is compelled to hide from it.
4. If we should admit this thought, as the GOYIM have done and are doing, we should IPSO
FACTO be signing a death sentence, if not for our ruler, at any rate for his dynasty, at no distant
date.
Government By Fear
5. According to strictly enforced outward appearances our ruler will employ his power only for the
advantage of the nation and in no wise for his own or dynastic profits. Therefore, with the observance of this decorum, his authority will be respected and guarded by the subjects themselves, it
will receive an apotheosis in the admission that with it is bound up the well-being of every citizen
of the State, for upon it will depend all order in the common life of the pack ....
6. OVERT DEFENSE OF THE KIND ARGUES WEAKNESS IN THE ORGANIZATION OF
HIS STRENGTH.
7. Our ruler will always be among the people and be surrounded by a mob of apparently curious
men and women, who will occupy the front ranks about him, to all appearance by chance, and will
restrain the ranks of the rest out of respect as it will appear for good order. This will sow an example of restraint also in others. If a petitioner appears among the people trying to hand a petition and
forcing his way through the ranks, the first ranks must receive the petition and before the eyes of the
petitioner pass it to the ruler, so that all may know that what is handed in reaches its destination, that
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consequently, there exists a control of the ruler himself. The aureole of power requires for is existence that the people may be able to say: "If the king knew of this," or: "the king will hear it."
8. WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICIAL DEFENSE, THE MYSTICAL PRESTIGE OF
AUTHORITY DISAPPEARS: given a certain audacity, and everyone counts himself master of it,
the sedition- monger is conscious of his strength, and when occasion serves watches for the moment
to make an attempt upon authority .... For the GOYIM we have been preaching something else, but
by that very fact we are enabled to see what measures of overt defense have brought them to ....
9. CRIMINALS WITH US WILL BE ARRESTED AT THE FIRST, more or less, well-grounded
SUSPICION: it cannot be allowed that out of fear of a possible mistake an opportunity should be
given of escape to persons suspected of a political lapse of crime, for in these matters we shall be
literally merciless. If it is still possible, by stretching a point, to admit a reconsideration of the mo tive causes in simple crimes, there is no possibility of excuse for persons occupying themselves
with questions in which nobody except the government can understand anything .... And it is not all
governments that understand true policy.

Protocol No. 20
1. To-day we shall touch upon the financial program, which I put off to the end of my report as being the most difficult, the crowning and the decisive point of our plans. Before entering upon it I
will remind you that I have already spoken before by way of a hint when I said that the sum total of
our actions is settled by the question of figures.
2. When we come into our kingdom our autocratic government will avoid, from a principle of selfpreservation, sensibly burdening the masses of the people with taxes, remembering that it plays
the part of father and protector. But as State organization cost dear it is necessary nevertheless to
obtain the funds required for it. It will, therefore, elaborate with particular precaution the question
of equilibrium in this matter.
3. Our rule, in which the king will enjoy the legal fiction that everything in his State belongs to
him (which may easily be translated into fact), will be enabled to resort to the lawful confiscation of
all sums of every kind for the regulation of their circulation in the State. From this follows that taxation will best be covered by a progressive tax on property. In this manner the dues will be paid
without straitening or ruining anybody in the form of a percentage of the amount of property. The
rich must be aware that it is their duty to place a part of their superfluities at the disposal of the
State since the State guarantees them security of possession of the rest of their property and the
right of honest gains, I say honest, for the control over property will do away with robbery on a
legal basis.
4. This social reform must come from above, for the time is ripe for it - it is indispensable as a
pledge of peace.
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We Shall Destroy Capital
5. The tax upon the poor man is a seed of revolution and works to the detriment of the State which
is hunting after the trifling is missing the big. Quite apart from this, a tax on capitalists diminishes
the growth of wealth in private hands in which we have in these days concentrated it as a counterpoise to the government strength of the GOYIM - their State finances.
6. A tax increasing in a percentage ratio to capital will give much larger revenue than the
present individual or property tax, which is useful to us now for the sole reason that it excites
trouble and discontent among the GOYIM.
7. The force upon which our king will rest consists in the equilibrium and the guarantee of peace,
for the sake of which things it is indispensable that the capitalists should yield up a portion of their
incomes for the sake of the secure working of the machinery of the State. State needs must be paid
by those who will not feel the burden and have enough to take from.
8. Such a measure will destroy the hatred of the poor man for the rich, in whom he will see a necessary financial support for the State, will see in him the organizer of peace and well-being since he
will see that it is the rich man who is paying the necessary means to attain these things.
9. In order that payers of the educated classes should not too much distress themselves over the
new payments they will have full accounts given them of the destination of those payments, with
the exception of such sums as will be appropriated for the needs of the throne and the administrative
institutions.
10. He who reigns will not have any properties of his own once all in the State represented his patrimony, or else the one would be in contradiction to the other; the fact of holding private means
would destroy the right of property in the common possessions of all.
11. Relatives of him who reigns, his heirs excepted, who will be maintained by the resources of the
State, must enter the ranks of servants of the State or must work to obtain the right to property; the
privilege of royal blood must not serve for the spoiling of the treasury.
12. Purchase, receipt of money or inheritance will be subject to the payment of a stamp progressive tax. Any transfer of property, whether money or other, without evidence of payment
of this tax which will be strictly registered by names, will render the former holder liable to
pay interest on the tax from the moment of transfer of these sums up to the discovery of his
evasion of declaration of the transfer. Transfer documents must be presented weekly at the local treasury office with notifications of the name, surname and permanent place of residence
of the former and the new holder of the property. This transfer with register of names must
begin from a definite sum which exceeds the ordinary expenses of buying and selling necessaries, and these will be subject to payment only by a stamp impost of a definite percentage of
the unit.
13. Just strike an estimate of how many times such taxes as these will cover the revenue of the
GOYIM States.
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We Cause Depressions
14. The State exchequer will have to maintain a definite complement of reserve sums, and all
that is collected above that complement must be returned into circulation. On these sums will
be organized public works. The initiative in works of this kind, proceeding from State sources,
will blind the working class firmly to the interests of the State and to those who reign. From
these same sums also a part will be set aside as rewards of inventiveness and productiveness.
15. On no account should so much as a single unit above the definite and freely estimated sums be
retained in the State Treasuries, for money exists to be circulated and any kind of stagnation of
money acts ruinously on the running of the State machinery, for which it is the lubricant; a stagnation of the lubricant may stop the regular working of the mechanism.
16. The substitution of interest-bearing paper for a part of the token of exchange has produced exactly this stagnation. The consequences of this circumstance are already sufficiently noticeable.
17. A court of account will also be instituted by us, and in it the ruler will find at any moment a full
accounting for State income and expenditure, with the exception of the current monthly account, not
yet made up, and that of the preceding month, which will not yet have been delivered.
18. The one and only person who will have no interest in robbing the State is its owner, the ruler.
This is why his personal control will remove the possibility of leakages of extravagances.
19. The representative function of the ruler at receptions for the sake of etiquette, which absorbs so
much invaluable time, will be abolished in order that the ruler may have time for control and consideration. His power will not then be split up into fractional parts among time-serving favorites
who surround the throne for its pomp and splendor, and are interested only in their own and not in
the common interests of the State.
20. Economic crises have been producer by us for the GOYIM by no other means than the withdrawal of money from circulation. Huge capitals have stagnated, withdrawing money from States,
which were constantly obliged to apply to those same stagnant capitals for loans. These loans burdened the finances of the State with the payment of interest and made them the bond slaves of these
capitals .... The concentration of industry in the hands of capitalists out of the hands of small masters has drained away all the juices of the peoples and with them also the States ....
21. The present issue of money in general does not correspond with the requirements per head, and
cannot therefore satisfy all the needs of the workers. The issue of money ought to correspond with
the growth of population and thereby children also must absolutely be reckoned as consumers of
currency from the day of their birth. The revision of issue is a material question for the whole
world.
22. YOU ARE AWARE THAT THE GOLD STANDARD HAS BEEN THE RUIN OF THE
STATES WHICH ADOPTED IT, FOR IT HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO SATISFY THE DEMANDS FOR MONEY, THE MORE SO THAT WE HAVE REMOVED GOLD FROM CIRCULATION AS FAR AS POSSIBLE.
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Gentile States Bankrupt
23. With us the standard that must be introduced is the cost of working-man power, whether it be
reckoned in paper or in wood. We shall make the issue of money in accordance with the normal requirements of each subject, adding to the quantity with every birth and subtracting with every death.
24. The accounts will be managed by each department (the French administrative division), each
circle.
25. In order that there may be no delays in the paying our of money for State needs the sums and
terms of such payments will be fixed by decree of the ruler; this will do away with the protection by
a ministry of one institution to the detriment of others.
26. The budgets of income and expenditure will be carried out side by side that they may not be
obscured by distance one to another.
27. The reforms projected by us in the financial institutions and principles of the GOYIM will be
clothed by us in such forms as will alarm nobody. We shall point out the necessity of reforms in
consequence of the disorderly darkness into which the GOYIM by their irregularities have plunged
the finances. The first irregularity, as we shall point out, consists in their beginning with drawing up
a single budget which year after year grows owing to the following cause: this budget is dragged
out to half the year, then they demand a budget to put things right, and this they expend in three
months, after which they ask for a supplementary budget, and all this ends with a liquidation bud get. But, as the budget of the following year is drawn up in accordance with the sum of the total addition, the annual departure from the normal reaches as much as 50 per cent in a year, and so the annual budget is trebled in ten years. Thanks to such methods, allowed by the carelessness of the GOY
States, their treasuries are empty. The period of loans supervenes, and that has swallowed up remainders and brought all the GOY States to bankruptcy.
28. You understand perfectly that economic arrangements of this kind, which have been suggested
to the GOYIM by us, cannot be carried on by us.
29. Every kind of loan proves infirmity in the State and a want of understanding of the rights of the
State. Loans hang like a sword of Damocles over the heads of rulers, who, instead of taking from
their subjects by a temporary tax, come begging with outstretched palm of our bankers. Foreign
loans are leeches which there is no possibility of removing from the body of the State until they fall
off of themselves or the State flings them off. But the GOY States do not tear them off; they go on
in persisting in putting more on to themselves so that they must inevitably perish, drained by voluntary blood-letting.
Tyranny Of Usury
30. What also indeed is, in substance, a loan, especially a foreign loan? A loan is - an issue of government bills of exchange containing a percentage obligation commensurate to the sum of the loan
capital. If the loan bears a charge of 5 per cent, then in twenty years the State vainly pays away in
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interest a sum equal to the loan borrowed, in forty years it is paying a double sum, in sixty - treble,
and all the while the debt remains an unpaid debt.
31. From this calculation it is obvious that with any form of taxation per head the State is baling
out the last coppers of the poor taxpayers in order to settle accounts with wealth foreigners, from
whom it has borrowed money instead of collecting these coppers for its own needs without the additional interest.
32. So long as loans were internal the GOYIM only shuffled their money from the pockets of the
poor to those of the rich, but when we bought up the necessary person in order to transfer loans into
the external sphere, all the wealth of States flowed into our cash- boxes and all the GOYIM began
to pay us the tribute of subjects.
33. If the superficiality of GOY kings on their thrones in regard to State affairs and the venality of
ministers or the want of understanding of financial matters on the part of other ruling persons have
made their countries debtors to our treasuries to amounts quite impossible to pay it has not been accomplished without, on our part, heavy expenditure of trouble and money.
34. Stagnation of money will not be allowed by us and therefore there will be no State interestbearing paper, except a one per- cent series, so that there will be no payment of interest to leeches
that suck all the strength out of the State. The right to issue interest-bearing paper will be given exclusively to industrial companies who will find no difficulty in paying interest out of profits,
whereas the State does not make interest on borrowed money like these companies, for the State
borrows to spend and not to use in operations.
35. Industrial papers will be bought also by the government which from being as now a paper of
tribute by loan operations will be transformed into a lender of money at a profit. This measure will
stop the stagnation of money, parasitic profits and idleness, all of which were useful for us among
the GOYIM so long as they were independent but are not desirable under our rule.
36. How clear is the undeveloped power of thought of the purely brute brains of the GOYIM, as
expressed in the fact that they have been borrowing from us with payment of interest without ever
thinking that all the same these very moneys plus an addition for payment of interest must be got by
them from their own State pockets in order to settle up with us. What could have been simpler than
to take the money they wanted from their own people?
37. But it is a proof of the genius of our chosen mind that we have contrived to present the matter
of loans to them in such a light that they have even seen in them an advantage for themselves.
38. Our accounts, which we shall present when the time comes, in the light of centuries of experience gained by experiments made by us on the GOY States, will be distinguished by clearness and
definiteness and will show at a glance to all men the advantage of our innovations. They will put an
end to those abuses to which we owe our mastery over the GOYIM, but which cannot be allowed in
our kingdom.
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39. We shall so hedge about our system of accounting that neither the ruler nor the most insignificant public servant will be in a position to divert even the smallest sum from its destination without
detection or to direct it in another direction except that which will be once fixed in a definite plan of
action.
40. And without a definite plan it is impossible to rule. Marching along an undetermined road and
with undetermined resources brings to ruin by the way heroes and demigods.
41. The GOY rulers, whom we once upon a time advised should be distracted from State occupations by representative receptions, observances of etiquette, entertainments, were only
screens for our rule. The accounts of favorite courtiers who replaced them in the sphere of affairs
were drawn up for them by our agents, and every time gave satisfaction to short-sighted minds by
promises that in the future economics and improvements were foreseen .... Economics from what?
From new taxes? - were questions that might have been but were not asked by those who read our
accounts and projects.
42. You know to what they have been brought by this carelessness, to what pitch of financial disorder they have arrived, notwithstanding the astonishing industry of their peoples.
I know what you think, I am a so called Conspiracy Theorist. But I will give you some stuff to
think about.
Aren’t you an Authority Credulist?
It’s the opposite of a conspiracy theorist, but even worse in terms of harm imparted. Believes authority with very little question. Vulnerable to and often exploited by authorized propaganda outlets,
through bearing an abject weakness in ability to grasp asymmetry, spot patterns or develop intelligence. Seeks to be an agent which foments conflict between what they view as authority, and everyone who disagrees.
In the protocols you are named STUPID GOYIM! The flock, mob, sheep etc.
It is not just about names!
YOU ARE ... IT!
MOB, FLOCK, SHEEP, STUPID GOYIM …!
Your BUTCHER GATES is waiting; helped by politicians, hospitals, universities and their professors and LAST BUT NOT LEAST, THE ‘FREE’ PRESS and other MEDIA such as NETFLIX, AMAZON, BOL.COM, YouTube, FACEBOOK, GOOGLE, MICROSOFT etc!!
Who is awake now?
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